Is a response sequence executed only after the sequence has been fully programmed, as discrete processing models predict, or does execution begin before programming has been completed, as continuous processing models predict 9 To address this issue, we tested a discrete processing model of human motor performance, the hierarchical editor model of Rosenbaum, Inhoff, and Gordon (1984) This model was developed to account for data from experiments in which people perform one of two possible finger sequences, depending on the identity of a choice signal The model assumes a hierarchically organized motor program that is first "edited" to resolve any uncertainties and is then "executed" to produce the desired responses Three experiments reported here show that, contrary to the model's predictions and some well-known motor programming results (Sternberg, Monsell, Knoll, & Wright, 1978) , the reaction time to begin a response sequence actually decreases with the length of the sequence under some choice conditions We account for these results with a model that allows execution to begin while editing is still in progress A key assumption in the model is that subjects schedule execution so that means and variances of mterresponse times are minimized Henry and Rogers (I960) were the first to report this effect.
D ROSENBAUM, V HINDORFF, AND E MUNRO man, & Kingman, 1 984) This view is inadequate, however, because it does not account for choice context effects. Consider one such effect reported by Rosenbaum, Inhoff, and Gordon (1984; Experiment 3) m which subjects chose between finger sequences of fixed length, where the first, second, or third response distinguished the two possible sequences In different blocks of trials, the choices were (a) irm versus Irm, (b) irm versus iRm, or (c) irm versus irM, where i, r, and m denote key presses of the left index, ring, and middle fingers, respectively, and I, R, and M denote key presses of the right index, ring, and middle fingers, respectively. In Condition (a) the first response was uncertain, m Condition (b) the second response was uncertain, and m Condition (c) the third response was uncertain Rosenbaum, Inhoff, and Gordon found that the mean latency, 3", , of the first response in the common sequence (irm) decreased as the position of the uncertain response receded from the beginning of the sequence If subjects had chosen between the sequences by deciding between two independent trees, the serial position of the uncertain response should have had no effect To account for this result and others, Rosenbau m, Inhoff, and Gordon proposed an elaborated tree-traversal model, embodied in their hierarchical editor (HED) model of sequence choice performance. According to the HED model, two passes are made through a single motor program The first, "edit," pass ensures that any uncertainties are resolved. It proceeds to the first point of uncertainty before the reaction signal is presented, and after the reaction signal is identified, proceeds from that point to the end of the program (i.e., to the right-most terminal node of the tree). Once the edit pass has been completed, there is a second, "execution," pass. As its name implies, the execution pass allows responses to be physically produced when their corresponding terminal nodes are encountered. The execution pass, like the edit pass, follows a tree-traversal process. Assuming that each extra node traversal takes extra time (both in the edit and execution passes), the HED model accounts for the data reviewed above
In the present article, we report experiments designed to test and elaborate the HED model The major result emerging from these experiments is that the time to initiate a sequence of motor responses actually decreases with the length of the sequence under certain conditions. In Experiment 1, we describe this effect and the background to its discovery. In Experiments 2 and 3 we report additional tests of a model that accounts for the phenomenon. In the General Discussion section we consider the implications of our work
Experiment 1
The HED model can be viewed as a discrete rather than a continuous processing model. In discrete processing models, a chunk of information is completely processed in one hypothesized stage before it begins to be processed in the next hypothesized stage (Sternberg, 1 969) . In continuous processing models, one stage of processing may begin to work on a given chunk of information before the preceding stage has finished with it (McClelland, 1979) . Because the HED model assumes that a motor program cannot be executed until the program has been completely edited, it is a discrete processing model
The discrete processing assumption of the HED model raises a potential problem. If a subject were asked to choose between two very long response sequences, an inordinately long time could elapse before the first response was performed Thus, if a pianist were asked to choose between two (prepared) piano concertos, it might be several minutes before the first note was played. As this example shows, there must be some limit on the number of responses that are preprogrammed (Logan, 1983 , Monsell 1986 One solution to the span-of-programmmg problem is to assume that subjects break up the sequence to be performed into chunks, each of which is edited and executed in the manner proposed in the HED model. Under this condition, T, would depend on the size of the initial chunk If the initial chunk happened to get smaller as the sequence lengthened, TI would decrease with sequence length. (We refer to this as an inverse length effect.) Similarly, if the initial chunk happened to get smaller as the distance to the first uncertain response increased, 7", would also decrease with the serial position of the first uncertain response, as Rosenbaum, Inhoff, and Gordon (1984) reported. Thus if subjects applied the discrete processing system of the HED model to suitable subsequences of responses, T\ could decrease with sequence length and the distance to the first uncertain response. The burden of explanation would be to show why the size of the initial chunk changed so as to produce these results Another solution to the span-of-programmmg problem is to allow editing and execution to occur continuously, that is, to allow execution of the early responses of a sequence to begin before the entire sequence has been edited. Such a continuous programming system could also give rise to an inverse length effect. To see how, consider an analogy to cooking. One goal of an experienced cook is to serve dishes m a particular order without undue delays between the dishes Because the cook knows that different dishes take different times to prepare, he or she begins with those that require longer preparation times before those that require shorter preparation times. In essence, the cook works backward from the desired serving times of the dishes to determine when preparation of the dishes should begin Working backward in this way is common m skilled performance. To hit an oncoming baseball, for example, the batter must time the initiation of the swing so that the bat and ball meet at a desired point m space and time (Bahill & LaRitz, 1984) . Similarly, in order for speech articulators with different masses or mnervation delays to arrive at the same place at the same time, their respective actions must be initiated at precisely scheduled intervals (Lenneberg, 1967, chapter 3) .
Suppose that subjects in sequence choice experiments adopt a similar "scheduling" strategy. In particular, suppose they try to follow the instruction to perform the required sequence as quickly as possible by minimizing the mean and variance of interresponse times. If editing the uncertain response begins as soon as the reaction signal is identified, then the subject has to postpone execution of the earlier, certain responses to ensure that no extra delay occurs before execution of the response that was initially uncertain (provided editing takes much longer than execution). Let u denote the serial position of the uncertain response, s the time required to encode the reaction signal, e the time used to edit the uncertain response after encoding the reac-,tion signal, and d the time needed to execute each response. When interresponse times are minimized to d, the uncertain response is produced at time T, = $ + e + d, response u -1 is produced at time T u -\ = s + e, response u -2 is produced at time T u -2 = s + e-d, and in general, response u -j (0 <j <. u + 1) is produced at time The latency of the first response (j = u -1), T a -j=Ti=s + e-ud, decreases as u increases. This scheduling model assumes that editing occurs in parallel with execution, which contradicts the HED model's assumption that execution must follow editing. A major goal of the experiments reported here was to test this new model.
Before we turn to the experiments, we wish to consider two versions of the scheduling model Both versions assume that editing and execution occur in parallel, and both models assume that successive responses are executed serially, that is, that successive responses are centrally triggered one after the other. The two versions of the scheduling model differ in terms of whether response subprograms are edited serially (as assumed in the HED model) or in parallel (contrary to the HED model) Both views are consistent with the hypothesis that execution occurs while editing is still going on The serial and parallel editing versions of the scheduling model have different consequences for response timing, however, as we shall show.
Consider the serial editing version of the scheduling model. Recall that in the HED model, we assumed that editing begins at the uncertain response and proceeds to the end of the sequence If this idea is applied to scheduling, T, should increase with the number of responses after the first response. The reason is that if initial responses are scheduled with respect to the target time needed to complete the editing process, that target time will be J + ae, where a is the number of responses after the uncertain response. The latency of the first response will therefore be I = s + ae -ud. In other words, T t will be affected oppositely and independently by the number of responses before and after the uncertain response.
The alternative model, which holds that responses are edited in parallel, predicts that u should be the sole determinant of T\ That is, adding responses after the uncertain response should have no effect on T,.
The first experiment tested these competing predictions. Note that if the results supported the serial programming version of the scheduling mode (Equation 3), they would discredit the discrete chunking model. The discrete chunking model claimed that if T, decreased as the sequence grew longer, this change would be attributable to decreases in the size of the first response chunk. On the basis of this model, we would not expect 7", to depend on the number of responses after the unceram response. 
Method

Choices and Predictions
The choices of the first experiment are listed in Table 1 Embedded in each was a choice between n and mi or between ri and rm In the various conditions of the experiment these choices were preceded by one, two, or four key presses made with the right nng finger (R) The resulting design crossed the distance of the first uncertain response from the end of the sequence with the total length of the sequence
Apparatus
The experiment was controlled with an Apple II Plus computer equipped with a Cognitive Testing Station (Digitry Corporation, Medford, Massachusetts) A black-and-white cathode-ray-tube (CRT) screen, located about 70 cm from the seated subject, was used to present the reaction signals, instructions, and feedback Responses were made on a keyboard consisting of six microswitches, each requiring about 120 g of static force and about a 2-mm displacement for closure The microswitches were arranged so they could be comfortably depressed with the tips of the index, middle, and ring fingers of the left and right hands
Procedure
At the start of each block, the subject was told what the alternative response sequences would be for that block and what the corresponding choice signals would be After self-paced practice, the subject told the experimenter when he or she felt ready to begin the block On each trial the outline of a 10-cm square appeared in the center of the screen, and at the same time a brief, high-pitched warning tone sounded The square remained on the screen for 1 s Then, 0 50, 0 75. or 1 00 s after the square was erased, an X or O appeared at the location corresponding to the center of the square At the beginning of each block of trials, subjects were told which sequence was to be performed when the X or O appeared
The X or O remained on the screen until the required number of switch closures occurred, at which time a high-or low-pitched tone sounded, indicating that the performed sequence was either correct or incorrect, respectively The sequence was considered incorrect if any response was out of order, if any extra responses occurred within 1 s of the final required response, if the time between the choice signal and first response was less than 0 I s, or if any response time exceeded 1 2 s After the trial was completed, the data were printed out withm earshot of the subject Four seconds later, the next trial began There were 22 trials in each block After completing the block, the subject was shown a score that equaled the mean latency of all correct sequences plus the total number of incorrectly performed sequences multiplied by 50, this coefficient was selected in earlier work for achieving error rates of less than 10% Subjects were told to try to minimize their scores by minimizing the time between the choice signal and the final response and by making as few errors as possible Monetary bonuses were awarded for obtaining scores below prescribed minima A short break was taken after the score was presented
Design
Half of the subjects were tested in the six conditions listed in Table 1 , and half were tested in the mirror-image conditions (e g., rRI vs rRM, rRl vs rMI, etc) For half of the subjects in each group, the X was consistently mapped to sequences that ended with the index ringer, and for the other half the O was consistently mapped to those sequences Each subject was tested in all six conditions m each of the 2 consecutive days of the experiment, the first day being for practice only The order in which the conditions were tested each day was based on a Latin square design Unknown to the subject, the first two trials of each block were for practice only
Subjects
Eight Hampshire College students participated for an hourly wage plus bonuses The students were pseudorandomly assigned to the four groups so that 2 subjects were in each group
Results
Initial Response Times
Mean T, data from errorless trials (about 90% of the trials) on the second day of the experiment appear in Figure 1 These data were subjected to an analysis of variance (ANOVA) that tested the effects of number of responses (three, four, or six), distance of the uncertain response from the end of the sequence (one or zero), starting hand, (right or left), and subjects (4 in each starting-hand group). The effect of number of responses was statistically significant, ^2, 8) = 13.65, p < .003; mean values of T, were 456 ms, 398 ms, and 377 ms for three-, four-, and six-response sequences, respectively. The effect of the position of the uncertain response was also statistically significant, F( 1, 4) = 11 26, p < .03; mean values of 7"i were 450 ms and 372 ms when the uncertain response occupied the next-to-last and the last serial position, respectively The interaction between number of responses and the position of the uncertain response was not statistically significant (p > .40). Neither was the effect of starting hand, F(l, 4) = 2.44, p> .15, or any interactions involving starting hand (all ps > .30). In a second AN-OVA that did not include the starting hand as a factor, there was a highly significant effect of the position of the uncertain response, ^1,7)^16.29, p < .005, as well an effect of the num- ber of responses, F12, 14) = 15 20, p < .001; again, there was no interaction between these two factors, F(2, 14) = 1.01, p>.40.
Interresponse Times
As shown in Table 2 , mean interresponse times changed with serial position and number of responses In general, mean interresponse times decreased with serial position and increased with number of responses. These data were first analyzed by conducting ANOVAS restricted to sequences consisting of the same number of responses. The first ANOVA was restricted to the three-response sequences and tested the effects of the serial position of the performed response (second or third), the serial position of the uncertain response (second or third), starting hand (left or nght), and subjects nested in starting-hand group (The analysis excluded the data of 1 subject whose interresponse times were extremely long compared with those of the other subjects.) The effect of the serial position of the uncertain response, though large, was not statistically significant, F(\, 5) = 1.49, p = .28. Likewise, the interaction between the serial position of the uncertain response and the serial position of the performed response was not statistically significant, F[\, 5) = 1.79, p = .24. No other main effects or interactions approached statistical significance (all/rs > .50).
The second ANOVA was restricted to four-response sequences and had the same design; the responses used were two, three, and four. A highly significant effect of response position emerged, F(2, 10) = 13.42, p < .01, so that mean latencies decreased with serial position. There were no other main effects or interactions in this ANOVA (all /» > . 10). 
Errors
Errors occurred on 10.5% of the trials on the second day of the experiment; errors on the first day were not studied. The error proportions were subjected to an ANOVA that analyzed the effects of starting hand, position of uncertain response (0 or 1 removed from the sequence end), and sequence length (three, four, or six). Only one effect reached statistical significancethe interaction of all three factors, F(2, 10) = 4 45,p< .05 All other p values exceeded .13.
Discussion
Subjects m Experiment 1 chose between sequences with uncertain responses in the last or next-to-last serial position and with one, two, or four renditions of a single finger press preceding the final response pair. Mean T, decreased with sequence length and was longer when the uncertain response was in the next-to-last position than in the last serial position. These two effects were statistically independent.
The discovery of an inverse length effect for the time needed to initiate a response sequence constitutes a major exception to the well-known finding that initiation time increases with sequence complexity. We hypothesized such an outcome, however, by allowing that subjects might schedule the execution of early responses to coincide with decision making about later responses. We considered two versions of this scheduling model.
One assumed that editing is a parallel process; the other assumed that editing is a serial process. According to the parallel version, subjects work backward from the first uncertain response in scheduling earlier responses; according to the serial version, subjects edit all responses from the uncertain response onward and schedule earlier responses so that the next-to-last response is executed just before the last response is ready for execution. Consistent with the serial model, 7, depended on the number of responses both before and after the uncertain response.
The latter result vitiates another model we considered, which was an alternative to the scheduling model. According to this model, execution occurs only after editing has been completed, that is, that execution and editing follow the constraints of a discrete processing system rather than a continuous processing system Because this model predicted that changes m T, would be due to smaller initial production units, the number of responses after the uncertain response would not be expected to have any effect The fact that it did suggests that the discrete system was not used
In proposing the scheduling model, we assumed that subjects would try to minimize the mean and variance of mterresponse times. Yet the mterresponse times of Experiment 1 varied considerably (see Table 2 ) We decided to see whether the tree-traversal model of Rosenbaum et al (1983) would account for the mterresponse times, considering that this model has successfully accounted for such data in previous studies. To test this possibility, we constructed binary trees for each of the choices. We used only binary trees in order to restrict the number of possible trees for each condition; in previous tests of this kind, binary trees have been found to provide a better account of response timing effects than trees that are structurally less restricted (Rosenbaum, 1985) The trees we constructed included an extra node for the choice position (i e, a superordmate "choice" node), with two alternative terminal nodes beneath it corresponding to the two possible responses at that serial position We constructed all possible binary trees for each condition and then selected the one for which the best correlation was obtained between the number of nodes and mterresponse times Next, we averaged the latencies of all nonimtial responses with the same number of immediately preceding node traversals in order to arrive at a best fitting linear function relating the number of node traversals to mterresponse times; the slope of this function (i.e , the estimated time per node) was 25 ms We then asked how well the predicted values from this best fitting linear function model fit the mterresponse time data of Table  2 The answer was that the predicted values accounted for 97 4% of the variance of the mterresponse times.
2
Is it contradictory to say that subjects tried to minimize the means and variances of mterresponse times even though their actual mterresponse times reflected a tree-traversal process? We think not, because the tree-traversal process presumably operates outside consciousness, whereas the scheduling of responses could be based on a consciously monitored quantity such as the raw number of responses before the uncertain response (We shall return to this issue and provide evidence for the latter hypothesis in Experiment 3) Experiment 2
In Experiment 1, when the uncertain response was farther from the end of the sequence, it was also closer to the beginning. Thus, although T t appeared to depend on the number of responses after the uncertain response, it is possible that only the number of "pre-uncertam" responses actually affected T, and that random variation caused Tt to appear to depend on the number of "post-uncertain" responses. In Figure 1 , for example, if the point corresponding to four responses before the uncertain response happened to be slightly elevated because of chance, one would be misled in concluding that the number of responses after the uncertain response affected T[. Because the correlation between T, and the number of pre-uncertam responses was quite strong (-93) this possibility must be taken seriously To resolve this issue, in Experiment 2 we studied sequences that had a variable number of responses after the uncertain response. As Table 3 shows, the number of such responses was two, four, or six We predicted that if T, is truly affected by the number of responses after the uncertain response, T\ should increase with this number Of course, we had to make sure that increases of T, with the number of post-uncertain responses were not simply due to the length of the sequence. Therefore, we included Condition C, which had the same number of responses as Condition B, but with the uncertain response m a different serial position. Using Equation 3,
T, = s + ae -ud,
the predicted values of 7", were = 5 + 2e -2d,
in which case the four conditions were predicted to follow the inequality r,(A) < r,(B) < r,(D),
and the differences between conditions were expected to obey the following relations.
= 2e, (6)
= -5[r,(D) -r,(A) -r,(Q = 2d, T l (B)-T l (O = Method
Except for differences necessitated by the set of sequences that were tested, the method was the same as in Experiment 1 Eight Hampshire College students, none of whom had been in other sequence choice experiments, served as subjects
Results and Discussion
The mean latencies of responses in correct sequences of all conditions are listed in Table 3 . (The error rates were 2.7%, 4.3%, 4.3%, and 5.5% in Conditions A-D, respectively.) The 7, data were analyzed in a one-way ANOVA that evaluated the effect of condition. There was a reliable condition effect, F(3, 21) = 4.78, p < .02. The T, means in the four conditions were consistent with the hypothesis that the time needed to initiate one of two possible finger sequences depends on the number of 2 The fitting procedure did not include responses that were repetitions of the immediately preceding finger response because those responses would have been significantly slowed by the biomechamcal requirements of retracting and then reactivating the same finger responses after as well as before the uncertain response The means followed the predicted inequality 7"i(C) < 7~i(A) < 7"i(B) < r,(D) Furthermore, the differences among the T t s in the four conditions were remarkably consistent with Equations 6-9. As predicted by Equation 6, the difference between Ti(B) and 7"i(A), 19 ms, was virtually identical to the difference between r,(D) and 7",(B), 18 ms, which was virtually identical to half the difference between r,(D) and T,(A), 19 ms On the basis of these values, e could be estimated as 9.5 « 10 ms, and on the basis of Equation 7, needed to fully analyze the mterresponse time data because of the differences in sequence length, we analyzed the mterresponse times only in terms of the fit of the tree-traversal model) We constructed binary trees for each condition, and where more than one tree was possible for a condition, we used the better fitting tree. Following the regression procedure of Experiment 1, we found that 96.6% of the variance of the mterresponse time data of Table 3 was accounted for by the tree-traversal model (The estimate of the time per node traversal was 9 ms, as compared with 25 ms per node in Experiment 1.) The good fit of the tree-traversal model, taken together with the strong support that the tree-traversal model received in Experiment 1 and in previous studies (Rosenbaum et al, 1983; Rosenbaum, Inhoff, & Gordon, 1984) , suggests that, in general, rapid finger sequences are executed through hierarchical unpacking of subprograms. Because the scheduling model assumes that editing goes on while earlier responses are being executed, it allows for the possibility that there may be interactions between editing and execution. To test this idea, we hypothesized that performance might benefit if the responses between which a choice is made were independent of earlier responses. The sequences we used to evaluate this hypothesis are listed in Table 4 . For half of the conditions, the uncertain and certain responses were performed with the same hand, whereas for the other half the uncertain and certain responses were performed with different hands We assumed that editing would take longer in the same-hand conditions than in the different-hands conditions. This assumption was based on the fact that subjects can choose more quickly between finger presses performed by opposite hands than between finger presses performed by the same hand (Kornblum, 1965; Rosenbaum & Kornblum, 1982) . This assumption can be appreciated by trying the simple experiment of tapping the right middle finger once and then tapping either the same finger, the right index finger, the left middle finger, or the left index finger If one tries to minimize the delay between the first re-3 It is surprising that these parameter estimates are so small In part, the small values may be attributable to subject differences, although the largest estimate of? for any subject was 40 ms and the largest estimate of d for any subject was 18 ms We cannot explain why the estimates are so small, however, our faith in the model is restored by the fact that the relations among mean 7~,s in the four conditions agree almost perfectly with the model's predictions 4 Another possibility is that the edit pass starts at an earlier serial position in the same-hand conditions than in the different-hands conditions This would be the case if the effective point of uncertainty came before the nominal point of uncertainty Allowing the edit pass to start at the effective point of uncertainty (i e , the first point in the sequence at which performance could differ, even subtly, depending on the choice signal) provides the HED model with a mechanism for producing anticipatory effects in performance, such as those seen in typewriting (Shaffer, 1978 , Viviam & Terzuolo, 1980 and speech (Fowler, 1980 , Kent, 1983 ) The original HED model lacked a mechanism that could account for anticipatory effects, because editing was assumed to proceed unidirectionally from the nominal point of uncertainty to the end of the sequence The unidirectional editing assumption can be retained and anticipatory effects produced if editing is allowed to begin at the first point in the sequence at which performance may differ depending on the identity of the choice signal sponses The other possibility is that anticipated delays between early responses, as well as the number of such responses, are used for scheduling To address this issue, in Experiment 3 we used filler responses that we thought would be produced at different rates One type of filler response was the repeated finger press (RR, ), the other was the repeated couplet MR, MR, .) Repeated responses are usually performed more slowly than alternating responses (as was indeed the case in Experiment I) Therefore, we expected subjects to produce the repeated couplets more quickly than the repeated finger presses The question, then, was whether the difference in response rate would enter into the scheduling process Figure 2 illustrates the two possible outcomes. In Figure 2a , the delays between filler responses are not taken into account; instead, only the number of filler responses is used in scheduling Under this condition, the first response is scheduled to occur at a time that depends only on the number of responses before the uncertain response; the fact that the pre-uncertam responses are produced at different rates is not taken into account The result is that the fast and slow responses are centrally initiated at the same time, but the observed TI is shorter for the fast responses. In the present experiment, therefore, if subjects use only the number of pre-uncertain responses for scheduling, T^ should be shorter when the fillers are alternating finger responses than when the fillers are repeated presses of the same finger. A corollary prediction from Figure 2a is that the latency of the uncertain response should be elevated for the responses that are produced at a fast rate (alternating finger presses) as compared with the responses that are produced at a slow rate (repeated presses of the same finger).
In Figure 2b , the delays between filler responses are taken into account In this situation, because the subject schedules the pre-uncertain responses so that the means and variances of interresponse times are minimized to d, TI should be longer for the responses that are produced more quickly (i e., the couplets) than for the responses that are produced more slowly (i.e, the single finger repetitions), which is the opposite of what was predicted m Figure 2a .
The final factor manipulated in Experiment 3 was the length of the sequence. We varied this factor to replicate the inverse length effect of Experiment 1
Method
The method was the same as that used in the previous experiments, except that a new group of 8 Hampshire College students served as subjects Figure 3 shows mean TI data (from errorless trials on the second day only) for the eight types of sequences An ANOVA applied to these data evaluated the effects of sequence length (three or five responses), type of response filler (RR or MR), whether the last response used the same hand as the starting responses, and whether the last response used the middle or index finger There was a statistically significant effect of the relation between the starting and ending hand, F(l, 7) = 7.55,p < 03, mean TI was longer when the last response used the same hand as the starting responses (331 ms) than when the last response used the other hand (307 ms). The effect of sequence length approached statistical significance, F(l, 7) = 3.87, p < .09, five-response sequences (303 ms) were started more quickly than three-response sequences (336 ms). There was also a significant interaction among all four factors, F(l,7) = 978,p< 02; mean TI was shorter for sequences beginning with MR than RR, but only when the starting and ending responses were performed with different hands, and the benefit of beginning samerather than different-hand sequences was smaller when the initial couplet was RR (12 ms) rather than MR {36 ms). No other main effects or interactions approached statistical significance; all corresponding p values exceeded 20
Results
Initial Response Times
Interresponse Times
Mean interresponse times from errorless trials of the second day appear in Table 5 . We used an ANOVA to evaluate the effects of sequence length (three or five), type of filler response (RR or MR) , and the relation between the initial and final responses (same or different hands). This ANOVA revealed amain effect of sequence length, F(\, 7) = 27 47, p < 001, five-response sequences were performed 28 ms more slowly than three-response sequences. There was a marginally significant effect of type of response filler, P(l, 7) = 4.17, p < .08; RR sequences were performed 18 ms more slowly than MR sequences. There was also a marginally significant effect of the relation between the initial and final responses, F(l, 7} = 3.88, p < 09, interresponse times were 8 ms slower for same-hand sequences than for different-hands sequences. No interactions approached statistical significance.
As in the previous experiments, we also determined whether the tree-traversal model accounted for the interresponse time data. Our method for fitting the model was the same as in Experiments 1 and 2 We found that the model accounted for 98 4% of the variance in the data of Table 5 The estimated time per node was 27 ms
Errors
Errors occurred on 8% of the trials on the second day of the experiment; errors on the first day were not studied An ANOVA revealed that more errors, F(\, 6) = 12 13, p < .02, occurred in the longer sequences (10 1%) than in the shorter sequences (6 7%). There were no other main effects or interactions involving sequence length, starting hand (left or right), ending hand (left or right), or type of filler response
Discussion
The results of Experiment 3 support the scheduling model As predicted by the model, T\ decreased as the distance from the beginning of the sequence to the uncertain response increased Although this decrease was not quite significant by conventional standards, the trend in the data replicates our Experiment 1 as well as the third experiment of Rosenbaum, Inhoff, and Gordon (1984) and therefore attests to the generality of the effect As predicted by the scheduling model, 7", was shorter when different hands were used for the starting (certain) and ending (uncertain) responses than when the same hand was used for these two kinds of responses It is unlikely that this result was just an execution artifact because simple RTs to begin typewriting sequences have been found to be longer for sequences that cross hands than for sequences that use only one hand (Sternberg et al, 1978) , which is the opposite of what we observed here. The fact that r, was reduced m the different-hands conditions fits with the assumption that subjects chose forthcoming responses while performing earlier responses If subjects had not used this method, TI would not have depended on the relation between the early, certain responses and the later, uncertain responses.
The results of Experiment 3 also suggest that subjects used the number of responses, but not the probable delays, between responses in scheduling their pre-uncertam responses Recall .) to be produced more quickly than repeated single finger presses (RRR . . ) Consistent with our expectation, repeated couplets were performed more quickly (mean mterresponse time = 163 ms) than repeated single finger presses (mean mterresponse time =181 ms), although this difference was only marginally significant. Given this outcome, it was meaningful to ask whether the 7", data conformed to the predictions of Figure 2a , which assumed that delay information is not taken into account, or the predictions of Figure 2b , which assumed that delay information is taken into account The data conformed more closely to the predictions of Figure 2a . As predicted in Figure 2a 
General Discussion
We have described three experiments that used the sequence choice procedure in order to shed light on human motor programming. The experiments were motivated by our concern that the hierarchical editor (HED) model of Rosenbaum, Inhoff, and Gordon (1984) does not limit the span of programming Thus, it predicts (inadvertently) that choices between very long response sequences could take an inordinately long time to complete We considered two possible solutions to this problem. One is that subjects break programs into chunks and apply the HED procedure to one chunk at a time (the discrete solution) The other possibility is that subjects begin executing the program while continuing to edit later parts of the program (the continuous solution). The evidence favored the continuous solution Specifically, the data supported a model in which subjects prepare for a choice between two response sequences by working backward from the projected time to complete editing of the entire sequence The purpose of working backward in this way is to schedule the execution of the first response so that the mean and variance of interresponse times are minimized.
When the choice between sequences is actually required-that is, when the choice signal appears-the subject immediately identifies the signal and begins editing the program from the first uncertain point onward, as assumed in the original HED model Meanwhile, the subject waits until the scheduled time to begin executing the sequence, and when that time arrives, begins to execute the sequence in the manner assumed in the original HED model, that is, through a tree-traversal process One limitation of the scheduling process is that it appears to take account of the number of responses before the uncertain response but not the pattern of delays that are likely to occur between those responses during execution As the abovementioned description shows, the scheduling model preserves most of the assumptions of the HED model. It assumes that there is an editing process that begins with the first uncertain response and proceeds to the end of the sequence.
In addition, it assumes that there is a hierarchical execution process. The only assumption in the scheduling model that is not part of the HED model is that execution begins while editing is still going on (rather than afterward, as assumed in the HED model). By allowing execution and editing to run simultaneously, the scheduling model helps solve the problem of protracted delays during choices between long sequences: When the number of responses before the first uncertain response is large enough, the edit interval is filled with pre-uncertam responses
The scheduling model still faces a problem, however. It predicts that Tt should continue to increase with a, the number of responses after the first uncertain response. One can solve this problem by recognizing that some structural factors must determine whether an edit pass is necessary or even possible Presumably, when two sequences are extremely different, it is easier to keep their representations apart and to choose between them at the level of their top (root) nodes than to mix the representations and rely on an edit pass through that single representation For example, an edit pass might be used to choose between the first few notes of two piano concertos, but it is unlikely that an edit pass would be used to choose between the first few notes of one piano concerto and the first few steps of a ballet routine. By the same token, because it would be extremely difficult to fit the representations for two very long sequences of the same type into a single representation-would one fit representations of two piano concertos together on a note-by-note basis, for example?-it would clearly be preferable to keep the representations separate rather than to try to combine them. Editing would only be useful, then, for choices between sequences that can reasonably be expected to share the same representation. As the possible sequences become sufficiently long or different, editing would no longer aid performance. Thus, for two similar sequences of variable length, editing would be useful only up to a point; adding responses beyond that point would no longer affect the length of the edit pass, and so the time needed to initiate the sequence would no longer increase as more of those responses were added. On this analysis, both the discrete and continuous models are partly correct. The programming system edits responses within discrete spans, but within those spans, editing and execution can occur continuously according to schedules that are established in advance
